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The dimensions of the symmetry classes of tensors, associated with a certain
cyclic subgroup of $ which is generated by a product of disjoint cycles is explicitlym
given in terms of the generalized Ramanujan sum. These dimensions can also be
expressed as the Euler w-function and the Mobius function. Q 1998 Academic PressÈ
1. INTRODUCTION
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over the complex field C. Let
m
V be the mth tensor power of V and write n m ??? m n for them 1 m
decomposable tensor product of the indicated vectors. To each permuta-
m
 .tion s in $ there corresponds a unique linear operator P s : Vmmm
 . . y1 y1ª V determined by P s n m ??? m n s n m ??? m n . Letm 1 m s 1. s m.
 .G be a subgroup of $ and let I G be the set of all the irreduciblem




<T G, x : Vª V T G, x s x s P s ; xgI G .  .  .  .  .m m  5< <G sgG
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m
 .of V under the T G, x is called the symmetry class of tensors associ-m
m .ated with G and x and is denoted by V G . It is well known thatx
x 1 .
m cs .dim V G s x s n , 1 .  .  .x < <G sgG
 .where c s is the number of cycles, including cycles of length 1, in the
 w x.disjoint cycle decomposition of s see 4 .
m .Several papers are devoted to calculating dim V G in a more closedx
 . w xform than 1 . Cummings 2 in the case that G is a cyclic subgroup of $m
m .generated by a cycle of length m gives a formula for dim V G in termsx
of the Euler w-function and considers the case that G is isomorphic to a
w xdirect product of cyclic groups as well. In 3 when G is the dihedral group
of order 2m is considered and a formula is given when G is equal to the
w x w x m .whole group $ in 5 and 6 . In all cases dim V G involves certainm x
functions of n.
w x m .In 7 there is a formula for calculating dim V G in the case thatx
 :  :G s p ??? p , where p s, 1 F i F p, are disjoint cycles in $ . This1 p i m
formula involves the Euler w-function and Mobius function and is aÈ
w xmodification of the formula given in 2 . In this case if the order of p isi
w x w xm , 1 F i F p, then G ( Z = ??? = Z . It is mentioned in 2 and 7i m m1 p
that if two groups are isomorphic, then the dimensions of the symmetry
classes of tensors associated with them need not be equal. For example if
 .:  . .:G s 12 and H s 12 34 are considered as subgroups of $ , then it4
4 . 3 . 4 . 2 2easy to calculate that dim V G s n n q 1 r2 and dim V H s n nx x0 0
.q 1 r2 whereas G ( H ( Z and x is the identity character of Z .2 0 2
 :Now it is a natural question to consider the cyclic group G s p ??? p1 p
where the p s, 1 F i F p, are disjoint cycles and ask about the dimensioni
m .  .of V G , where x g I G . In this case if the order of p , 1 F i F p, isx i
w xm , then G ( Z , where m , . . . , m denotes the least commoni w m , . . . ,m x 1 p1 p
multiple of the integers m , . . . , m . In this paper we obtain a formula for1 p
m .dim V G in the above case and this formula involves the generalizedx
Ramanujan sum which itself involves the Euler w-function and MobiusÈ
function. There for the rest of this paper let G - $ be of the formm
 :G s p ??? p ,1 p
where p s, 1 F i F p, are disjoint cycles in $ of certain orders, say,i m
m , . . . , m , respectively. Since G is cyclic, therefore the irreducible char-1 p
acters of G are all linear and are of the form
2p ihtt
x : G ª C*, x p . . . p s exp , . /h h 1 p  /w xm , . . . , m1 p
w x0 F t F m , . . . , m y 1,1 p
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so
w x w xI G s x : G ª C* N 0 F h F m , . . . , m y 1 , where m , . . . , m .  4h 1 p 1 p
denotes the least common multiple of the integers m , . . . , m . The symbol1 p
 .m , . . . , m denotes the greatest common divisor of m , . . . , m .1 p 1 p
2. A RESULT ABOUT THE RAMANUJAN SUM
The well known Ramanujan sum is
my1 2p iht
C h s exp , . m  /mts0
 .t , m s1
where m is a positive integer and h is a nonnegative integer. Ramanujan
 w x.proved that see 1
w m m mr m , h .  . .
C h s , .m w mr m , h . .
 .  .where w is the Euler w-function, i.e., w 1 s 1; for m ) 1, w m s the
number of positive integers less than m and relatively prime to m, and m
 .  . 2 <is the Mobius function, i.e., m 1 s 1, m m s 0 if p m for some primeÈ
 .  . rnumber p, and m m s y1 if m s p ??? p , where p , . . . , p are1 r 1 r
distinct prime numbers.
For our main result, we need to generalize the Ramanujan sum. It
seems natural to us to generalize the Ramanujan sum as follows.
DEFINITION 1. Let m , . . . , m be positive integers and let h be a1 p
< <nonnegative integer. Suppose d m , . . . , d m . The generalized Ramanu-1 1 p p
 .jan sum denoted by S h; m , . . . , m ; d , . . . , d is defined by1 p 1 p
w xm , . . . ,m y11 p 2p iht
S h; m , . . . , m ; d , . . . , d s exp . 1 p 1 p  /w xm , . . . , m1 pts0
 .t , m sd1 1
...
 .t , m sdp p
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 w x  . 4If the set 0 F t F m , . . . , m y 1 N t, m s d ; 1 F i F p is empty,1 p i i
 .then we define S h; m , . . . , m ; d , . . . , d s 0.1 p 1 p
 .  .Remark 1. It is obvious that S h; m; 1 s C h , and so the summ
appearing in Definition 1 is a generalization of the Ramanujan sum.
In the following lemma we prove that the generalized Ramanujan sum
defined in Definition 1 involves the Ramanujan sum.
LEMMA 1. Let m , . . . , m be positi¨ e integers and let h be a nonnegati¨ e1 p
< < Xinteger. Suppose d m , . . . , d m and set m s m rd , M s m ??? m rm ,1 1 p p i i i i 1 p i
X X X X  .M s m ??? m rm , D s d ??? d rd 1 F i F p andi 1 p i i 1 p i
M , . . . , M .1 p
l s .X XM , . . . , M D , . . . , D .  .1 p 1 p
Then we ha¨e
S h; m , . . . , m ; d , . . . , d .1 p 1 p
¡1 d , . . . , d1 p X
X XC hl , if , m s 1, 1 F i F p .w m , . . . ,m x i~ 1 ps  /l di¢
0, otherwise.
 w x.Proof. By Definition 1 and the fact that exp 2p ihtr m , . . . , m is a1 p
w xperiodic function of t with period m , . . . , m we have1 p
S h; m , . . . , m ; d , . . . , d .1 p 1 p
w xm , . . . ,m y11 p 2p iht
s exp  /w xm , . . . , m1 pts0
 .t , m sd1 1
...
 .t , m sdp p
w xl m , . . . ,m y11 p1 2p iht
s exp .  /w xl m , . . . , m1 pts0
 .t , m sd1 1
...
 .t , m sdp p
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w xNow letting t s d , . . . , d t9, we obtain1 p
S h; m , . . . , m ; d , . . . , d .1 p 1 p
w X X xm , . . . ,m y11 p1 2p ihlt9
s exp X X /w xl m , . . . , m1 pt9s0
w x .d , . . . ,d t 9 , m sd1 p 1 1
...
w x .d , . . . ,d t 9 , m sd1 p p p
w X X xm , . . . ,m y11 p1 2p ihlt9
s exp . X X /w xl m , . . . , m1 pt9s0
Xw x . .d , . . . ,d rd t 9 , m s11 p 1 1
...
Xw x . .d , . . . ,d rd t 9 , m s11 p p p
w x X .If d , . . . , d rd , m s 1 for all i, 1 F i F p, then the set of all the t9s1 p i i
indexing the above summation is equal to the set of all the t9s such that
w X X x  X .0 F t9 F m , . . . , m y 1 with conditions t9, m s 1, 1 F i F p. And if1 p i
w x X .there is an i for which d , . . . , d rd , m / 1 then the above sum is zero1 p i i
and therefore we obtain:
S h; m , . . . , m ; d , . . . , d .1 p 1 p
w X X xm , . . . ,m y11 p¡1 2p ihlt9
exp , X X /w xl m , . . . , m1 pt9s0
X .t 9 , m s11
...~ Xs  .t 9 , m s1p
d , . . . , d1 p Xif , m s 1, 1 F i F pi /di¢
0, otherwise,
w X X xm , . . . ,m y11 p¡1 2p ihlt9
exp , X X /w xl m , . . . , m1 pt9s0
X X w x.t 9 , m , . . . ,m s11 p~s
d , . . . , d1 p Xif , m s 1, 1 F i F pi /di¢
0, otherwise,
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¡1 d , . . . , d1 p X
X XC hl , if , m s 1, 1 F i F p .w m , . . . ,m x i~ 1 ps  /l di¢
0, otherwise.
In some special cases the generalized Ramanujan sum is given in the
following examples:
EXAMPLE 1.
w mrd m mrd r mrd, 0 .  .  . .
S 0; m; d s C 0 s s w mrd . .  .  .m r d w mrd r mrd, 0 .  . .
 .EXAMPLE 2. If h, m s 1; we have
w mrd m mrd r mrd, h .  .  . .
S h; m; d s C h s .  .m r d w mrd r mrd, h .  . .
s m mrd . .
3. THE DIMENSIONS OF SOME SYMMETRY
CLASSES OF TENSORS
 :In this section, as we mentioned earlier, the group G s p . . . p is1 p
considered, where the p s, 1 F i F p, are disjoint cycles in $ . Our aim isi m
m .  .to calculate dim V G , where x g I G , in terms of known functions.x
Our formula involves the generalized Ramanujan sum.
 :THEOREM 1. Let G s p ??? p , where the p s, 1 F i F p, are disjoint1 p i
cycles in $ of orders m , . . . , m , respecti¨ ely, and let x , 0 F h Fm 1 p h
w xm , . . . , m y 1, be an irreducible complex character of G. Then1 p
nmy m1q? ? ?qm p.
mdim V G s .xh w xm , . . . , m1 p
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 .where S h; m , . . . , m ; d , . . . , d denotes the generalized Ramanujan sum.1 p 1 p
 . m .Proof. According to 1 the dimension of V G isxh
1
cs .x s n , 2 .  . hw xm , . . . , m1 p sgG
 .where c s denotes the number of cycles, including cycles of length 1, in
the disjoint cycle decomposition of s . But every s g G is equal to
 . t w xs s p ??? p for some t, 0 F t F m , . . . , m y 1. since p , . . . , p1 p 1 p 1 p
 . t t t w xare disjoint, so are p ??? p s p ??? p . Appealing to 7 we can obtain1 p 1 p
c p t ??? p t s c p t q ??? qc p t q m y m q ??? qm . . . .  .1 p 1 p 1 p
 . tNote that if t, m s d, then p has d cycles of length m rd andi i i
 t.  .therefore c p s d s t, m . So we havei i
c p t ??? p t s t , m q ??? q t , m q m y m q ??? qm . .  . . .1 p 1 p 1 p
 .Hence according to 2 we have
dim V m G .xh
1
cs .s x s n . hw xm , . . . , m1 p sgG
w xm , . . . ,m y11 p1 t tt t cp ? ? ?p .1 ps x p ??? p n . h 1 pw xm , . . . , m1 p ts0
1
s w xm , . . . , m1 p
w xm , . . . ,m y11 p 2p iht
 t , m .q? ? ?q t , m .qmym q? ? ?qm .1 p 1 p= exp n  /w xm , . . . , m1 pts0
w xm , . . . ,m y1my m q? ? ?qm . 1 p1 pn 2p iht
 t , m .q? ? ?q t , m .1 ps exp n  /w x w xm , . . . , m m , . . . , m1 p 1 pts0
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 .Now letting t, m s d , 1 F i F p, we obtaini i
dim V m G .xh
¡ ¦
w xm , . . . ,m y1my m q? ? ?qm . 1 p1 pn 2p iht
d q? ? ?qd1 ps exp n   /w x w xm , . . . , m m , . . . , m1 p 1 pd Nm ts01 1
 .t , m sd1 1. ¢ §.. ...d Nmp p
 .t , m sdp p
nmy m1q? ? ?qm p.
d q? ? ?qd1 ps S h; m , . . . , m ; d , . . . , d n . . 1 p 1 pw xm , . . . , m1 p d Nm1 1
...
d Nmp p
w xUsing Theorem 1 we obtain Theorems 1 and 2 of 2 in the following
corollaries.
COROLLARY 1. If G is a cyclic subgroup of $ generated by an m-cyclem
m .  .and x is the identity character 1, then dim V G s 1rmx
 . d w mrd n .d N m
Proof. Since x s x , by Example 1 and using Theorem 1 we obtain0
nmy m 1
m d ddim V G s S 0; m; d n s w mrd n . .  .  . x m mdNm dNm
m
Remark 2. In Corollary 1, if dim V s n s 1, then dim V s 1, and som
m  .  .  .dim V G s 0 or 1. so 1rm  w mrd s 0 or 1. Butx d N m
 .  .  .  .1rm  w mrd s 0 is impossible, therefore 1rm  w mrd s 1d N m d N m
 .or  w d s m, which is well known identity in number theory.d N m
COROLLARY 2. If G is a cyclic subgroup of $ generated by an m-cyclem
m .  .and x is a primiti¨ e linear character, then dimV G s 1rmx
 . d m mrd n .d N m
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Proof. We know that a linear character of a cyclic subgroup of $ ism
primitive if its value on a generator of the subgroup is a primitive mth root
 .of unity, so x s x where h, m s 1 and by Example 2 and usingh
Theorem 1, we have
nmy m 1 m
m d ddim V G s S h; m; d n s m n . .  . x  /m m ddNm dNm
 . . .:EXAMPLE 3. Let G s 12 34 5678 be a subgroup of $ . Suppose x9
is the identity character 1, i.e., x s x . Then by Theorem 1 we have0
n9y 2q2q4.




8 6s S 0; 2, 2, 4; 2, 2, 4 n q S 0; 2, 2, 4; 2, 2, 2 n .  .
4
3qS 0; 2, 2, 4; 1, 1, 1 n .
n
8 6 3w xs n q n q 2n .
4
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